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WASHINGTON STATE GAMBLING COMMISSION 
SUPER PAN 9 GAME RULES 

 
Overview 
 

1. Super Pan 9 is played using up to eight decks of cards.  However, all 7’s, 8’s, 9’s, and 10’s are 
removed.  Joker cards are also not used.  Up to nine players can play on one table.  
 

2. The cards are valued as follows: Picture/Face cards (Kings, Queens, and Jacks) are valued at 0; 2-
9 is valued at face value; Aces are valued at 1.  The suits (spades, clubs, hearts, and diamonds) 
have no value in the game of Super Pan 9. 
 

3. Decks of cards may be shuffled by the dealer or by an approved shuffle machine.  Furthermore, 
card room operators must deal Super Pan 9 from a dealing shoe or a shuffling device we have 
approved.   
 

4. The object of the game is to receive a hand closer to 9 than the dealer’s hand.  The highest 
possible total to any hand is 9.  The lowest is 0.  If both the player’s hand and the dealer’s hand 
end up with the same total, it is called a Tie.     
 

5. To begin play, players place a wager.  Next, the dealer deals each player at the table three cards 
face down.  The dealer also receives three cards face down.  Each player totals their cards.  On any 
hand totaling 10 or more, the first digit is dropped leaving the last digit as the hand’s value.  For 
instance, the hand 6-4-3, totaling 13, is valued at 3; the hand 7-6-8, totaling 21, is valued at 1, etc.    
 

6. After each player totals their first three cards, they may choose to draw one additional card or 
stand.  If the player requests an additional card, they must place their cards on a designated area of 
the table layout indicating they would like an additional card.   
 

7. After each player draws an additional card or stands, the dealer reveals their cards.  The dealer 
must follow the rules noted below with regards to standing or drawing: 
 

i. If the dealer’s three cards total 0 through 5, they must always draw an additional card; 
ii. If the dealer’s three cards total 6 through 9, they must always stand. 

 
8. All winning bets are paid even money (i.e. 1 to 1).  Card room operators may charge up to a 5% 

commission on all winning bets.   
 

9. A separate bet referred to as a “Tie Bet” may be offered.  This bet wins if the player and the dealer 
receive the same hand total.  This bet pays 8 to 1.  If a player ties the dealer’s hand, but did not 
place a “Tie Bet,” the regular wager is considered a push (i.e. neither a win nor a loss).     
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Irregularities 
 
Card room operators must document in their internal controls how they will address various irregularities 
applicable to Super Pan 9 (e.g. misdeals, cards exposed, incorrect number of cards, etc.). 
 
Card room operators may make immaterial modifications to these game rules.  However, the changes 
must be properly documented in their internal controls. 
 
 


